Gordon Lindsay - nominated by the Canadian Society for Senior Engineers for the CPR Medal

Gordon Lindsay has been an Engineer for over 60 years and a volunteer for longer than that. His engineering work has taken him across Canada and back from Newfoundland to British Columbia as well as sometime in Saudi Arabia and other African countries.

He completed his formal working career working for SNC, and then became the Western Canada Vice President of Pentagon Construction Company Ltd. After that he had responsibilities for risk analysis for the never built Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline. He has been the Vancouver Director and onetime VP West of the CSSE and manager of the Fellowship Committee at its inception.

Gordon received a Fellowship from EIC in 1988 and one from CSSE in 2008. He received the APEGBC Presidents Professional Award in 2007 and in 2009 was awarded a Fellowship of Engineers Canada.

Tonight we are pleased to recognize a talented engineer for recognition of many years of leadership and service within the Institute.

Ladies and Gentleman, and Madam President, as the recipient of the Canadian Pacific Railway Medal please welcome Gordon Lindsay.